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April 13 April 14 April 15 April 16 April 17 
Standard: 6.P.3A.1 Analyze and 
interpret data to describe the 
properties and compare sources 
of different forms of energy 
(including mechanical, electrical, 
chemical, radiant, and thermal). 
 
 
Learning Tasks:  
 Notes 
 Video segments (optional) 
 Quiz 
 Daily weather journal 

(attached) 

Standard: 6.P.3A.5 Develop and 
use models to describe and 
compare the directional transfer 
of heat through convection, 
radiation, and conduction. 
 
 
 
Learning Tasks:  

 Notes 
 Video segments (optional) 
 Quiz 
 Daily weather journal 

(attached) 
 

Standard: 6.E.2A.1 Develop and 
use models to exemplify the 
properties of the atmosphere 
(including the gases, temperature 
and pressure differences, and 
altitude changes) and the relative 
scale in relation to the size of 
Earth. 
 
Learning Tasks:  
 Notes 
 Video segments (optional) 
 Quiz 
 Daily weather journal (attached) 

 

Standard: 6.E.2A.2 Critically 
analyze scientific arguments 
based on evidence for and against 
how different phenomena 
(natural and human induced) may 
contribute to the composition of 

 
 
 
Learning Tasks:  
 Notes 
 Video segments (optional) 
 Quiz 
 Daily weather journal (attached) 

 

Standard: 6.E.2A.3 Construct 
explanations of the processes 
involved in the cycling of water 

transpiration, evaporation, 
condensation and crystallization, 
precipitation, and downhill flow of 
water on land). 
 
Learning Tasks:  
 Notes 
 Video segments (optional) 
 Quiz 
 Daily weather journal (attached) 

 
Extension Activities 
Video Segment and Questions 
Heat 
 

Extension Activities 
Video Segment and Questions 
Heat 
 

Extension Activities 
Video Segment and Questions 

 
 

Extension Activities 
Simulation and discussion 
questions 
Explore the Greenhouse Effect 

Extension Activities 
Video Segment and Questions 
The Water Cycle 
 

April 20 April 21 April 22 April 23 April 24 
Standard: 6.E.2B.1 Analyze and 
interpret data from weather 
conditions (including wind speed 
and direction, air temperature, 
humidity, cloud types, and air 
pressure), weather maps, 
satellites, and radar to predict 
local weather patterns and 
conditions. 
 
Learning Tasks:  
 Notes 

Standard: 6.E.2B.3 Develop and 
use models to represent how 
solar energy and convection 

patterns 
and climate conditions (including 
global winds, the jet stream, and 
ocean currents). 
 
Learning Tasks:  
 Notes 
 Video segments (optional) 
 Quiz 

Standard: 6.E.2B.4 Construct 
explanations for how climate is 
determined in an area (including 
latitude, elevation, shape of the 
land, distance from water, global 
winds, and ocean currents). 
 
Learning Tasks:  
 Notes 
 Video segments (optional) 
 Quiz 
 Daily weather journal (attached) 

Standard: 6.E.2B.2 Develop and 
use models to explain how 
relationships between the 
movement and interactions of air 
masses, high and low pressure 
systems, and frontal boundaries 
result in weather conditions and 
storms (including thunderstorms, 
hurricanes and tornadoes). 
 
Learning Tasks:  
 Notes 

Standard: 6.E.2B.2 Develop and 
use models to explain how 
relationships between the 
movement and interactions of air 
masses, high and low pressure 
systems, and frontal boundaries 
result in weather conditions and 
storms (including thunderstorms, 
hurricanes and tornadoes). 
 
Learning Tasks:  
 Notes 

   

 

 
 
  

 

 Video segments (optional) 
 Quiz 
 Daily weather journal 

(attached) 

 Daily weather journal 
(attached) 

 

  Video segments (optional) 
 Quiz 
 Daily weather journal     

(attached) 

 Video segments (optional) 
 Quiz 
 Daily weather journal (attached) 

 

Extension Activities 
Video Segment and Questions 
Clouds and Precipitation 
 
Video Segment and Questions 
Weather Instruments 

Extension Activities 
Video Segment and Questions 
Air Pressure and Wind 
 

Extension Activities 
Video Segment and Questions 
Weather and Climate 
 
Virtual Lab 
Climate Zones 

Extension Activities 
Video Segment and Questions 
Air Masses and Fronts 
 

Extension Activities 
Video Segment and Questions 
Severe Storms 

April 27 April 28 April 29 April 30 May 1 
Standard: 6.E.2B.1 Analyze and 
interpret data from weather 
conditions (including wind speed 
and direction, air temperature, 
humidity, cloud types, and air 
pressure), weather maps, 
satellites, and radar to predict 
local weather patterns and 
conditions. 
 
Learning Tasks:  
 Data collection graphic 

organizer 
 Weather forecast assignment 

 

Standard: 6.E.2B.1 Analyze and 
interpret data from weather 
conditions (including wind speed 
and direction, air temperature, 
humidity, cloud types, and air 
pressure), weather maps, 
satellites, and radar to predict 
local weather patterns and 
conditions. 
 
Learning Tasks:  

 Data collection graphic 
organizer 

 Weather forecast assignment 
 

Standard: 6.E.2B.1 Analyze and 
interpret data from weather 
conditions (including wind speed 
and direction, air temperature, 
humidity, cloud types, and air 
pressure), weather maps, 
satellites, and radar to predict 
local weather patterns and 
conditions. 
 
Learning Tasks:  
 Data collection graphic organizer 

Weather forecast assignment 

Standard: 6.E.2B.1 Analyze and 
interpret data from weather 
conditions (including wind speed 
and direction, air temperature, 
humidity, cloud types, and air 
pressure), weather maps, 
satellites, and radar to predict 
local weather patterns and 
conditions. 
 
Learning Tasks:  
 Data collection graphic organizer 

Weather forecast assignment 

Standard: 6.E.2B.1 Analyze and 
interpret data from weather 
conditions (including wind speed 
and direction, air temperature, 
humidity, cloud types, and air 
pressure), weather maps, 
satellites, and radar to predict 
local weather patterns and 
conditions. 
 
Learning Tasks:  
 Data collection graphic 
organizer 

 Weather forecast assignment 
 

Extension Activities 
 
 
 

Extension Activities 
 

Extension Activities 
 

Extension Activities 
 

Extension Activities 
 



Print



ELearning Assignments: Section 1   PHASE 2   Middle School   Science   6th Grade Science Distance Learning Folder

SCI 6: 4.13 6th Science Day 1: 6.P.3A.1 and Quiz

Review the Science Standards, Essential Questions, Big Ideas, and Vocabulary sections, then move to the information 
and activities associated with each standard further down the page.  Be sure to read all the information, visit all links 
that are provided, complete any interactive activities, know any associated vocabulary terms, watch all videos provided 
and turn in all assignments.

6.E.2: The student will demonstrate an understanding of the interactions within Earth’s systems ( ow of energy) that regulate weather 
E.2A.1 Develop and use models to exemplify the properties of the atmosphere (including the gases, temperature and 
pressure di�erences, and altitude changes) and the relative scale in relation to the size of Earth.

6.E.2A.2 Critically analyze scienti�c arguments based on evidence for and against how di�erent phenomena (natural and 
human induced) may contribute to the composition of Earth’s atmosphere.
6.E.2A.3 Construct explanations of the processes involved in the cycling of water through Earth’s systems (including 
transpiration, evaporation, condensation and crystallization, precipitation, and downhill �ow of water on land).
6.E.2B.1 Analyze and interpret data from weather conditions (including wind speed and direction, air temperature, humidity, 
cloud types, and air pressure), weather maps, satellites, and radar to predict local weather patterns and conditions.
6.E.2B.2 Develop and use models to explain how relationships between the movement and interactions of air masses, high 
and low pressure systems, and frontal boundaries result in weather conditions and storms (including thunderstorms, 
hurricanes and tornadoes).
6.E.2B.3 Develop and use models to represent how solar energy and convection impact Earth’s weather patterns and climate 
conditions (including global winds, the jet stream, and ocean currents).6.E.2B.4 Construct explanations for how climate is 
determined in an area (including latitude, elevation, shape of the land, distance from water, global winds, and ocean currents).

6.P.3: The student will demonstrate an understanding of the properties of energy, the transfer and conservation of 
eneP.3A.1 Analyze and interpret data to describe the properties and compare sources of di�erent forms of 
energy (including mechanical, electrical, chemical, radiant, and thermal).

6.P.3A.5 Develop and use models to describe and compare the directional transfer of heat through 
convection, radiation, and conduction.
6.P.3A.6 Design and test devices that minimize or maximize heat transfer by conduction, convection, or 
radiation. 

Essential Questions

How do the properties of Earth’s atmosphere make conditions on Earth suitable for living? Use evidence to 
support your ideas
How does the transfer, transformation, and conservation of radiant energy from the Sun impact weather 
conditions? Use evidence to support your ideas.
What factors impact the weather conditions in an area? Use evidence to support your ideas.

Big Ideas
Earth’s atmosphere, an envelope of gases that surround the planet, makes conditions on Earth suitable for 
living things and in uences weather. Water is always moving between the atmosphere (troposphere) and the 
surface of Earth as a result of the force of gravity and energy from the Sun. The Sun is the driving energy 
source for heating Earth and for the circulation of Earth’s atmosphere.

The complex patterns of changes and movement of water in the atmosphere determined by winds, landforms, 
ocean temperatures and currents, and convection are major determinants of local weather patterns and 
climate. Technology has enhanced our ability to measure and predict weather patterns.

The Sun is the major source of radiant and thermal energy on Earth.

https://acpsd.schoology.com/assignment/2427551986/assessment_questions
https://acpsd.schoology.com/assignment/2427551986/assessment_settings
https://acpsd.schoology.com/assignment/2427551986/assessment_preview
https://acpsd.schoology.com/assignment/2427551986/assessment_results
https://acpsd.schoology.com/assignment/2427551986/comments
https://acpsd.schoology.com/course/2387582731
https://acpsd.schoology.com/course/2387582731/materials?f=187184955
https://acpsd.schoology.com/course/2387582731/materials?f=187250484
https://acpsd.schoology.com/course/2387582731/materials?f=187250966
https://acpsd.schoology.com/course/2387582731/materials?f=189131761
https://acpsd.schoology.com/home
https://acpsd.schoology.com/resources
https://acpsd.schoology.com/calendar


Thermal energy is the energy that is associated with the 
motion of the particles in a substance.
All matter is made up of atoms (particles) that move faster 
when they heat up. The faster the particles move, the higher 
the temperature.
Heat energy is the transfer of thermal energy.
Heat energy always moves from hotter objects to cooler 
objects.

Radiant energy

Energy which is transferred through electromagnetic waves such as visible light, ultraviolet light or Xrays. 

Solar energy is a type of radiant energy.

Most of the energy that we use on Earth originally came from the Sun.

Sources of radiant energy include, but are not limited to, stars, light bulbs, and microwaves.

DO: Review the summary chart below.

What is energy? Energy makes change; it does things for us. It moves cars along the road and boats over the water. It bakes a cake in the oven 
and keeps ice frozen in the freezer. It plays our favorite songs on the radio and lights our homes. Energy makes our bodies grow and allows our 
minds to think. Scientists define energy as the ability to do work. People have learned how to change energy from one form to another so that we 
can do work more easily and live more comfortably. Forms of Energy Energy is found in different forms, such as light, heat, sound and motion. 
There are many forms of energy, but they can all be put into two categories: kinetic and potential.

KINETIC ENERGY Kinetic energy is motion––of waves, 
electrons, atoms, molecules, substances, and objects.

POTENTIAL ENERGY Potential energy is stored energy and the 
energy of position––gravitational energy. There are several forms of 
potential energy.

Electrical Energy is the movement of electrical charges. 
Everything is made of tiny particles called atoms. Atoms are

made of even smaller particles called electrons, protons, and 
neutrons. Applying a force can make some of the electrons move. 
Electrical charges moving through a wire is called electricity. 
Lightning is another example of electrical

Chemical Energy is energy stored in the bonds of atoms and 
molecules. It is the energy that holds these particles together.

Biomass, petroleum, natural gas, and propane are examples of stored 
chemical energy

Radiant Energy is electromagnetic energy that travels in transverse 
waves. Radiant energy includes visible light, x-rays, gamma rays 
and radio waves. Light is one type of radiant energy. Solar energy is 
an example of radiant energy.

Stored Mechanical Energy is energy stored in objects by the 
application of a force. Compressed springs and stretched rubber 
bands are examples of stored mechanical energy.

Thermal Energy, or heat, is the internal energy in substances––the 
vibration and movement of the atoms and molecules within 

substances. Geothermal energy is an example of thermal energy.

Nuclear Energy is energy stored in the nucleus of an atom––the 
energy that holds the nucleus together. The energy can be released 
when the nuclei are combined or split apart. Nuclear power plants split 
the nuclei of uranium atoms in a process called fission. The sun 
combines the nuclei of hydrogen atoms in a process called fusion. 
Scientists are working on creating fusion energy on earth, so that 
someday there might be fusion power plants.

Motion Energy is the movement of objects and substances from one 
place to another. Objects and substances move when a force is applied 
according to Newton’s Laws of Motion. Wind is an example of motion 
energy.

Gravitational Energy is the energy of position or place. A rock 
resting at the top of a hill contains gravitational potential energy. 
Hydropower, such as water in a reservoir behind a dam, is an example 
of gravitational potential energy.

Sound is the movement of energy through substances in 
longitudinal (compression/rarefaction) waves. Sound is produced 
when a force causes an object or substance to vibrate––the energy 
is transferred through the substance in a wave.



a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Question 1 (100 points)

Match each statement to the best term/answer.

Column A

1. the movement of electrical charges

2. biomass, petroleum, natural gas, and propane are 
examples

3. compressed springs and stretched rubber bands are 
examples

4. the internal energy in substances––the vibration and 
movement of the atoms and molecules within substances

5. the movement of objects and substances from one place to 
another

Column B

electrical energy

stored mechanical energy 

motion energy

stored chemical energy 

thermal energy



SCI 6: 4.14 6th Science Day 2: 6.P.3A.5 and Quiz 

6.P .3A.5 Develop and use models to describe and compare the directional transfer of heat through 

convection, radiation, and conduction. Heat energy can be transferred in the three ways (i.e. 

conduction, convection, radiation). 

Conduct/an 

Conduction is the transfer of thermal energy through direct contact. 

The transfer of energy as heat occurs between particles as they collide within a substance or between 

two objects in contact. 

All materials do not conduct heat energy equally. 

Poor conductors of heat are called insulators. 

For example, if a plastic spoon and a metal spoon are 
placed into a hot liquid, the handle of the metal spoon 
will get hot quicker than the handle of the plastic 
spoon because the heat is conducted through the 
metal spoon better than through the plastic spoon. 

The energy transfers from an area of higher 
temperature to an area of lower temperature. 

Convection 

Convection is the transfer of energy as heat by 
movement of the heated substance itself, as currents in 
uids (liquids and gases). 

In convection, particles with higher energy move from 
one location to another carrying their energy with them. 

Heat transfer occurs when particles with higher energy 
move from warmer to cooler parts of the uid. 

Uneven heating can result in convection, both in the air and in water. This causes currents in the 
atmosphere (wind) and in bodies of water on earth which are important factors in weather and 
climate. 

Radiation 

Radiation is the transfer of energy through space without particles of matter colliding or moving to 

transfer the energy. This radiated energy warms an object when it is absorbed. 

Radiant heat energy moves from an area of higher temperature to an area of cooler temperature. 

Question 1 (20 points) 

____ energy is transferred through conduction, convection, and radiation. 

Blank t__ 

Question 2 (20 points) 

____ is the transfer of thermal energy through direct contact. 

BlankL 

Question 3 (20 points) 

All materials conduct heat energy equally. 

OTrue 
0 False 

Question 4 (20 points) 

7 

____ is the transfer of energy as heat by movement of the heated substance itself, as currents in fluids (liquids and 

gases). 

Blank 

Question 5 (20 points) 

Uneven heating can result in convection, both in the air and in water. 

OTrue 
0 False 



 SCI 6: 4.15 6th Science Day 3: 6.E.2A.1 and Quiz

6.E.2: The student will demonstrate an understanding of the interactions within Earth’s
systems (�ow of energy) that regulate weather and climate.

6.E.2A.1 Develop and use models to exemplify the properties of the atmosphere
(including the gases, temperature and pressure di�erences, and altitude changes) and
the relative scale in relation to the size of Earth.

Earth’s atmosphere is divided into several di�erent atmospheric layers extending from Earth’s 
surface outward:

Troposphere
Stratosphere
Mesosphere
Thermosphere
Exosphere

Air pressure is the force exerted by the gases pushing on an object. The two most abundant (common) 
gases in all the layers of the atmosphere are nitrogen and oxygen. However, trace gases (such as argon) play 
an insigni�cant role in the layers.
The air pressure, the force exerted by the gases pushing on an object, is greatest near the surface of Earth, 
in the troposphere. As altitude increases the gravitational pull decreases which results in a decrease in air 
pressure.
The atmosphere is divided into layers based on whether the temperature in the layer increases or 
decreases.

  Troposphere:

Weather and clouds occur in this layer.

Water vapor and carbon dioxide are also found in this layer and are important in the weather conditions 

in the layer. As altitude increases temperature decreases.

Extends from the surface of the earth up to 6-20km high.

Airplanes �y in the troposphere.

https://acpsd.schoology.com/assignment/2427565424/assessment_questions
https://acpsd.schoology.com/assignment/2427565424/assessment_settings
https://acpsd.schoology.com/assignment/2427565424/assessment_preview
https://acpsd.schoology.com/assignment/2427565424/assessment_results
https://acpsd.schoology.com/assignment/2427565424/comments
https://acpsd.schoology.com/home
https://acpsd.schoology.com/resources
https://acpsd.schoology.com/calendar


Stratosphere:

Where the ozone layer is contained.

Ozone is a form of oxygen that is found in this 
layer. 

Cold except in its upper region where ozone is 
located.

Extends from 20 km up to 50km.

Weather balloons �y as high as the stratosphere.

Mesosphere:

The coldest layer.
Extends from 50km up to 85km.
Meteors, or shooting stars, burn up in the 
mesosphere because of their interaction with 
Earth’s atmosphere.

Thermosphere:

The warmest layer.
The air is very thin in this layer.
Extends from 86km up to 690km.
Auroras (Aurora Australis & Aurora Borealis) occur in the ionosphere, which is located in the lower 
portion of the thermosphere.
Shuttles orbit in thermosphere.

Exosphere:

Cold regions of outer space extend from this layer. 

Extends from 691km up to 10,000km.

Satellites orbit in the exosphere.

 While there is no clear de�nition of where outer space begins scientists generally use the guideline of 
80-128km from Earth.



Question 3 (20 points) Weather and clouds occur in the _. 

 a mesosphere
 b exosphere
 c troposphere
 d thermosphee

Question 4 (20 points)

Ozone is a form of oxygen that is found in this layer of the atmosphere. 
 a exosphere
 b stratosphere
 c mesosphere
 d thermosphere

Question 5 (20 points)

The coldest layer of the atmosphere is the _.  

 a thermosphere
 b mesosphere
 c troposphere
 d stratosphere

Question 2 (20 points)

In which layer of the atmosphere would airplanes �y?

 a thermosphere
 b troposphere
 c exosphere
 d stratosphere

Question 1 (20 points)

Name the atmospheric layers in order from closest to the Earth to the outer most layer. 

Exosphere

Troposphere 

Thermosphere

Stratosphere

Mesosphere

Exosphere



ELearning Assignments: Section 1   PHASE 2   Middle School   Science   6th Grade Science Distance Learning Folder

SCI 6: 4.16 6th Science Day 4: 6.E.2A.2 and Quiz

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

SCI 6: 4.16 6th Science Day 4: 6.E.2A.2 and Quiz

6.E.2A.2 Critically analyze scienti�c arguments based on evidence for and against how di�erent phenomena (natural and human induced)
may contribute to the composition of Earth’s atmosphere.

Earth’

history

Greenhouse gases in the atmosphere absorb and retain the energy radiated from land and ocean surfaces, thereby regulating s average 
surface temperature and keeping it habitable (greenhouse effect). This effect can be enhanced by an increase in the gases that trap heat in 
the atmosphere. Additionally, the composition of Earth’s atmosphere has changed over Earth’s , particularly the amount of ozone in the 
stratosphere.

The following evidence can be found to support and refute this phenomenon: 

Volcanic eruptions affect the atmosphere by releasing ashes, which
contain harmful chemicals and large amounts of carbon dioxide (a
greenhouse gas).
Human activities, such as the release of greenhouse gases from
burning fossil fuels and the use of aerosol sprays also contribute to
the change in Earth’s atmospheric composition.

Question 1 (100 points)

Match the statement to the best term.

Column A

1. Greenhouse e�ect

2. Burning of fossil fuels

3. Volcanic eruptions

4. Carbon Dioxide

5. The composition of Earth’s atmosphere has
changed over Earth’s history, particularly the
amount of ____ in the stratosphere.

Column B

The primary greenhouse gas

Human activity that contributes to the release of
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere

Oxygen

Natural activity that contributes to the release of
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere

Ozone

Gases in the atmosphere absorb and retain the energy
radiated from land and ocean surfaces

Global warming

https://acpsd.schoology.com/assignment/2427568070/assessment_questions
https://acpsd.schoology.com/assignment/2427568070/assessment_settings
https://acpsd.schoology.com/assignment/2427568070/assessment_preview
https://acpsd.schoology.com/assignment/2427568070/assessment_results
https://acpsd.schoology.com/assignment/2427568070/comments
https://acpsd.schoology.com/course/2387582731
https://acpsd.schoology.com/course/2387582731/materials?f=187184955
https://acpsd.schoology.com/course/2387582731/materials?f=187250484
https://acpsd.schoology.com/course/2387582731/materials?f=187250966
https://acpsd.schoology.com/course/2387582731/materials?f=189131761
https://acpsd.schoology.com/home
https://acpsd.schoology.com/resources
https://acpsd.schoology.com/calendar


 SCI 6: 4.17 6th Science Day 5: 6.E.2A.3 and Quiz

6.E.2A.3 Construct explanations of the processes involved in the cycling of water through Earth’s systems
(including transpiration, evaporation, condensation and crystallization, precipitation, and downhill  flow
of water on land).

Water on Earth is conserved as it continually �ows through the processes of the water cycles between the 
atmosphere (troposphere), land, and ocean. The phases of the water cycle do not always occur in a given 
order, and there is no set beginning or end to the water cycle. Earth’s water is transformed from one state of 
matter (solid, liquid, or gas) to other states as it moves through the water cycle.

The components of the water cycle include: 

Precipitation

Evaporation/ transpiration

Condensation/ crystallization

Runo� (surface water & groundwater)

Water on Earth can exist as a solid, liquid, 
or gas.
The Sun’s energy and gravity are 
responsible for the �ow of water through 
the water cycle on Earth.

Precipitation can be in the following forms: 

Sleet

Rain
Snow

Hail

Freezing rain

After condensation occurs (forming clouds), 
water droplets
fall in various forms of precipitation – rain, snow, 
freezing
rain, sleet, or hail, depending upon weather 
conditions.
Temperature variations within clouds and/or 
within the
region between the cloud and Earth allows for 
the various forms of precipitation.

Snow, sleet, and hail result from freezing temperatures in the air; rain forms when the air temperature is 
above freezing.
Freezing rain occurs when the temperature within the cloud is above freezing, but the temperatures at or 
near Earth’s surface is freezing. Rain falling from clouds will freeze as it gets closer to Earth’s surface.
Gravity is the driving force for precipitation.

https://acpsd.schoology.com/assignment/2427612323/assessment_questions
https://acpsd.schoology.com/assignment/2427612323/assessment_settings
https://acpsd.schoology.com/assignment/2427612323/assessment_preview
https://acpsd.schoology.com/assignment/2427612323/assessment_results
https://acpsd.schoology.com/assignment/2427612323/comments
https://acpsd.schoology.com/home
https://acpsd.schoology.com/resources
https://acpsd.schoology.com/calendar


Evaporation/Transpiration

Water enters the atmosphere as water vapor 
through the processes of evaporation and 
transpiration (i.e. plants releasing water vapor).
Thermal energy from the sun causes water to 
evaporate and/or transpire.

Condensation/Crystallization

As water vapor rises in the atmosphere it can turn 
into water droplets or ice crystals which results in 
cloud formation.
Condensation of water vapor into water droplets or 
ice crystals must occur on a surface.
In the atmosphere, dust particles (or any other 
particulates) serve as a surface for water to condense 
on.
These processes can form on Earth’s surface in the 
following forms:

Dew forms when water vapor condenses directly onto a surface;

Frost forms when water vapor changes from gas directly to ice crystals on a surface when the 
temperature at which condensing would take place are at the freezing point or below.

Increases in thermal temperature causes water vapor to rise (evaporation) while a decrease in thermal 
temperature triggers condensation (clouds, dew, and frost).

Runo�: Downhill Flow of Water on Land      

If precipitation falls on land surfaces, it always attempts to move back toward sea level as surface-water  ow or 
groundwater  ow. The surface that receives the precipitation determines its  ow back towards sea level. Examples 

are:

Water will remain on the surface when the 
surface is not porous or the precipitation is 
falling too fast for the water to sink into the 
ground.

Water will sink into the ground when the 
surface is porous and there is space in the 
soil to hold the water.

Gravity is the driving force for downhill  ow of 
water on land.



a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

Question 1 (100 points)

Match the statement to the best term.

Column A

1. Earth’s water is transformed from one state of
_(solid, liquid, or gas) to other states as it moves
through the water cycle.

2. forms when snow crystals melt in a layer above
freezing air and then refreezes in the thick below
freezing air layer.

3. Water enters the atmosphere as water vapor
through the processes of _and transpiration.

4. In the atmosphere, these particles (or any other
particulates) serve as a surface for water to
condense on.

5. the driving force for downhill  ow of water on
land.

6. Water on Earth is conserved as it continually  ows
throughthis process.

7. forms when water vapor condenses directly onto
a surface

Column B

condensation
evaporation
gravity
water cycle
matter
sleet
dew
hail
dust
frost



ELearning Assignments: Section 1   PHASE 2   Middle School   Science   6th Grade Science Distance Learning Folder

SCI 6: 4.20 6th Science Day 6: 6.E.2B.1 and Quiz

SCI 6: 4.20 6th Science Day 6: 6.E.2B.1 and Quiz

6.E.2B.1 Analyze and interpret data from weather conditions (including wind speed 
and direction, air temperature, humidity, cloud types, and air pressure), weather 
maps, satellites, and radar to predict local weather patterns and conditions.

Meteorologists can predict the weather by analyzing and interpreting data from observations 
and tools such as current weather conditions, weather maps, satellites, and radar images.

Meteorologists use a variety of weather equipment to analyze and predict weather 
patterns.
Weather predictions are based on qualitative (data that can be observed, but not 
measured) and quantitative (data that can be measured) collected data; they are not 
just guesses.
Changes in wind speed or wind direction can indicate storms or temperature changes.
Meteorologists interpret information from a variety of sources and use those sources 
to make predictions.
Data related to temperature and precipitation can also be found on a weather map.
The weather data meteorologists use to make predictions is shown on a weather map.

Weather Conditions:

Changes in the following weather conditions can indicate a change in the pattern of weather. 

 Wind speed is measured using an anemometer and indicates a change in atmospheric  ow 
patterns.
 Wind direction is measured using a wind vane (also known as a weather vane) and indicates the 
direction of advancing air masses.
 Temperature is measured using a thermometer. Changes in the air masses result in changes in 
the temperature.  Humidity can be measured with sling psychrometers or hygrometers.

Humidity is a measure of the percentage of water vapor in the air. Increased levels of humidity 
can be associated with a high probability of precipitation.

Air pressure is measured with a barometer.

A rise in air pressure indicates fair weather while a fall in pressure indicates stormy weather conditions 
advancing.
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Basic shapes of clouds are 
associated with weather 
patterns.

Cirrus clouds are high and wispy and signal fair weather or an approaching warm front.
Cumulus clouds are pu�y with �at bottoms and signal fair weather. However, when they are darker, they 
may signal rain or thunderstorms, as they develop into cumulonimbus clouds (thunderheads).
Stratus clouds are spread over a large area and are layered.

As these clouds thicken long periods of precipitation can occur over the area where the clouds are located.
Combinations of those shapes can be used with nimbus, which means “rain”, for example, cumulonimbus or 
nimbostratus.
A cumulonimbus cloud, also called a thunderhead, is often part of thunderstorm conditions that may 
accompany a cold front.
The pre�x alto- may also be used to indicate medium-level clouds formed at about 2-6 kilometers up into the 
atmosphere, for example, altocumulus or altostratus.

Weather data must be collected and read accurately using appropriate instruments:

Wind Speed:

Wind speed is measured with an anemometer as the wind causes the cups to spin.

As the cups spin, the anemometer counts how many times they spin in a given period of time. 

The more turns, the faster the wind speed.

An anemometer measures wind speed in kilometers and miles per hour.
Wind Direction:

Wind direction is determined with a weather vane.

Wind direction is described by the direction from which the wind is blowing.



Amount of precipitation is measured in a rain 

gauge. Markings on the side show how much rain 

has fallen. A rain gauge measures rainfall in 

centimeters or inches.

Temperatur
e: Air temperature is measured using a thermometer. 

The scale may be read in degrees Fahrenheit or 

Celsius.

Weather maps

Weather maps can help 
predict weather patterns by 
indicating high or low 
pressure systems (isobars), 
movement of air masses and 
fronts, or temperature ranges
(isotherms).

Satellites

Satellite images are used 
for seeing cloud patterns 
and movements.

For example, hurricane clouds and movement can be observed using satellite images.

Radar images can be used to detect cloud cover, rainfall, storm location or intensity, and cloud 
movement, as well as the potential for severe weather (for example, hurricanes or tornadoes).



 a fronts

 b storms

 c temperatures

 d westerlies

Question 2 (20 points) 

Identify the weathe symbol below.

 a wind temperature

 b wind speed

 c wind masses

 d wind direction

Question 3 (20 points)

Question 1 (20 points)

Identify the weather symbol below.

Clouds that are spread over a large area and are layered.

 a Cumulus

 b Cirrus

 c Stratus

Question 4 (20 points)

Clouds that are puffy with flat bo�oms and signal fair weather. However, when they are darker, they may signal rain or
thunderstorms, as they develop into cumulonimbus clouds (thunderheads).

 a Stratus

 b Cirrus

 c Cumulus

Question 5 (20 points)

Clouds that are high and wispy and signal fair weather or an approaching warm front.

 a Stratus

 b Cirrus

 c Cumulus
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SCI 6: 4.21 6th Science Day 7: 6.E.2B.3 and Quiz

SCI 6: 4.21 6th Science Day 7: 6.E.2B.3 and Quiz

6.E.2B.3 Develop and use models to represent how solar energy and convection impact Earth’s 
weather patterns and climate conditions (including global winds, the jet stream, and ocean currents).

 The driving energy source for heating of Earth is solar energy.

 DO: Watch the video to learn about the sun, convection, global winds and jet streams.

Thermal (Heat) energy

Thermal energy is the energy that is associated with the motion of the particles in a substance.
All matter is made up of atoms (particles) that move faster when they heat up. The faster the particles 
move, the higher the temperature.
Heat energy is the transfer of thermal energy.
Heat energy always moves from hotter objects to cooler objects.

Radiant 
energyEnergy which is transferred through electromagnetic waves such as visible light, ultraviolet light or 

Xrays. Solar energy is a type of radiant energy.

Most of the energy that we use on Earth originally came from the Sun.

Sources of radiant energy include, but are not limited to, stars, light bulbs, and microwaves. 

The rotation of Earth on its axis along with di�erences in the heating of Earth impact weather patterns 
and climate conditions.            

Land absorbs heat energy and releases heat 
energy quickly.

Water absorbs heat energy and releases heat energy slowly.

The di erences in these heating patterns cause convection currents
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convection
currents are set up in the atmosphere because of the 

unequal heating of Earth’s surfaces.

There are three atmospheric convection areas that 
in�uence the climate regions on Earth.

The tropical region begins at the equator and 

extends to about 30 degrees latitude.   The 

temperate region extends from there to about 60 

degrees latitude.

The polar region extends from there to the North 

Pole, 90 degrees latitude.

Global winds occur in each of the climate regions and e�ect the direction of weather systems on Earth.

Trade winds and westerlies e�ect the direction of tropical 
weather systems (hurricanes). 
Jet streams are fast moving ribbons of air that move from 
west to east in the Northern hemisphere.
The polar jet stream brings down cold polar conditions from 
the north.

Ocean surface currents circulate warm and cold ocean waters in convection patterns and 
in�uence the weather and climates of the landmasses nearby.

The Gulf Stream in�uences the eastern Atlantic shoreline of the United States by bringing warm, moist air. 



The cold California current in�uences its 
western Paci�c shoreline by bringing cold, 
moist air.            

Global wind belts occur between climate regions because of the characteristics of the convection currents 

in those regions. The prevailing direction of the global winds in these large regions a�ects weather 

conditions.

Three major climate zones (tropical, temperate, and polar) are a result of these global systems.

Question 1 (20 points)

The  Stream influences the eastern Atlantic shoreline of the United States by bringing warm, moist air. 

Blank 1: 

Question 2 (20 points)

Which of the following are the 3 atmospheric convection areas that influence the climate  regions on the Earth.

 a tropical
 b polar
 c temperate
 d equatorial

Question 3 (20 points)

Solar energy is a type of _energy.

 a convection
 b conduction
 c radiant

Question 4 (20 points)

_______ energy is transferred through electromagnetic waves such as visible light, ultraviolet light or Xrays.  

 a conduction
 b radiant
 c convection

Question 5 (20 points)

The differences in these heating patterns cause ______ currents.  
 a conduction
 b convection
 c radiant
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SCI 6: 4.22 6th Science Day 8: 6.E.2B.4 and Quiz

6.E.2B.4 Construct explanations for how climate is determined in an area (including latitude, elevation, 
shape of the land, distance from water, global winds, and ocean currents).

All of the following can a�ect climate in local regions:

Latitud
e

The sun’s rays directly strike the equator (latitude 0) and cause the regions near the equator to be 

warmer. Generally, as latitude increases the temperature of the area decreases.

Elevation - Within the troposphere as altitude increases temperature decreases.

Shape of the Land (TopographCertain land formations (mountains and valleys) can a ect the movement of air 
masses and therefore a ect the weather conditions a region experiences.

Distance from WLand and Sea breezes are local convection currents that occur in areas near water because of the 
unequal heating of Earth materials.

Global Winds - Global winds provide a predictable pattern for the movement of air in a speci c region and are 
named after the direction they come from.

Ocean Currents - Ocean currents circulate heat energy. Air masses that originate over regions of the ocean are 
moved with currents and a ect the climate of coastal regions.

Question 1 (25 points)

Within the troposphere as altitude increases temperature.
 a decreases

 b increases

Question 2 (25 points)

Generally, as latitude increases the temperature of the area _. 

 a increases
 b decreases

Question 3 (25 points)

Land and Sea breezes are local convection currents that occur in areas near water because of the _heating of Earth materials.

 a equal
 b unequal

Question 4 (25 points)

Global winds are named after the direction they blow toward.
 True
 False
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SCI 6: 4.23 6th Science Day 9: 6.E.2B.2 and Quiz

6.E.2B.2 Develop and use models to explain how relationships between the movement and interactions of
air masses, high and low pressure systems, and frontal boundaries result in weather conditions and storms
(including thunderstorms, hurricanes and tornadoes).

Weather maps may show large masses of warm or cold moving air. 

Lines between the air masses are called fronts.
When a warm front passes over an area, the air 
temperature increases. When a cold front 
passes over an area, the air temperature 
decreases. Weather conditions associated with 
severe weather are di erent for each type of 
storm.
These conditions have di erent e ects and there 
are safety concerns associated with each 
condition.

Huge bodies of air that form over 
water or land in tropical or Polar 
Regions.
Temperature and humidity 
conditions (for example, warm or 
cold air, humid or dry air) within 
the air masses as they form are 
important to the resulting weather 
conditions when air masses move.
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a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

As these air masses move and collide 
with each other, fronts form at the 
boundaries between the air masses.
Depending upon the air masses 
involved, a warm front, cold front, 
stationary front, or occluded front can 
develop.

When a warm air mass collides
and rides over a cold air mass,
the resulting warm front may
produce long periods of precipitation and warmer 
temperatures.

When a cold air mass collides and slides under a warm air mass, the resulting cold front may produce 
thunderstorms and sometimes tornadoes and cooler temperatures.
When neither a cold air mass nor a warm air mass moves at a frontal boundary, the resulting stationary front 
may produce long period of precipitation.
When a cold air mass pushes into a warm air mass that is behind a cool air mass, the warm air mass is pushed 
up above the cooler air masses. The resulting occluded front may produce long periods of precipitation.

Warm air rising or cold air sinking combined 
with the spinning of the Earth causes the air to 
spin forming high and low pressure regions.
High pressure systems usually signal more fair 
weather with winds circulating around the 
system in a clockwise direction.
Low pressure systems with counterclockwise 
circulating winds often result in rainy and/or 
stormy weather conditions.

Question 1 (100 points)

Match the statement to the best term.

Column A

1. Lines between the air masses. Where air masses meet.
2. When a warm front passes over an area, the air 

temperature_.
3. __________usually signal more fair weather with winds 

circulating around the system in a clockwise direction.
4. _________________with counterclockwise circulating 

winds often result in rainy and/or stormy weather 
conditions.

5. Huge bodies of air that form over water or land in 
tropical or Polar Regions

Column B

Air masses

increases

Low pressure systems 

High pressure systems 

fronts



FORECASTING THE WEATHER  

Weather impacts our lives in many ways every day. From getting dressed each morning to planning our 

activities for day or where we might travel, we depend on meteorologists forecast for our area.     

ASSIGNMENT 

You have been hired by the local news station, WCVB Channel 5 as a guest meteorologist for the 

weekend newscast. You are applying what you have learned about the components of weather, how it 

changes from one place to another to write a weather forecast.  Your forecast will be based on data and 

weather symbols displayed on a pre-selected map I am giving you.  While I have pre-selected these 

maps for you to base your forecast on, you can select the state you would like to base your forecast on.  

TASK 

1.) Examine the weather maps and select the location (state or region) you would like to 

base your weather forecast on. Write this location at the top of you data collection 

graphic organizer. 

2.) Analyze the weather in that area (use the map symbols chart)  

3.) Record the temperature, precipitation, air fronts/mass, and air pressure on the data 

collection graphic organizer. 

4.) Draw weather map symbols in the area you have selected to represent the current 

weather systems impacting that location. 

5.) With the information you gathered, write a clear and accurate forecast that shares the 

current weather in that area. Then forecast anticipated weather using evidence from your 

data collection graphic organizer. Be sure to include data relating to temperature, 

precipitation, air fronts/mass, and air pressure.  

6.) Provide safety tips to people living your selected area should you forecast a storm for 

that area.  

 

 

 

 



MAPS-  

Analyze each one according to the type of data you are collecting for your location 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



WEATHER WORDS REVIEW  
http://www.weatherwizkids.com/weather-forecasting.htm 

Here is a review of the words we have learned about within our unit 
 

High Pressure 
 A mass of cool, dry air. 

 Generally brings fair weather and light winds   

 Bring sunny skies 

 Represented as a big, blue H on a weather map 
 

Low Pressure  
 

 Mass of warm moist air 

 Generally brings strong winds and stormy weather  

 Represented by a big, red L on a weather map 
 

Air Mass   

 Large body of air with similar properties of temperature and moisture content (humidity), at any given 
altitude,  

 Cover large (hundreds of miles) areas.  

 Controls the weather for a long time: from a period of days, to months. 

 Most weather occurs along their boundaries called fronts. T 

 Four air masses are classified by the source region: polar, tropical, continental and marine.  

 
A Front 
 

 Boundary between two different air masses, resulting in stormy weather.  

 A line of separation between warm and cold air masses.  
 

Moving Fronts 
 

 Note drastic temperature changes over a short distance  

 Change in moisture  

 Quick shifts in wind direction, air pressure, clouds, and precipitation 

 
Cold Front 

 A boundary between two air masses, one cold and the other warm 

 Colder air moves in replacing warm air  

 Represented on a map as a blue line with the triangles pointing toward the direction it is moving 

 
Warm Front 

 A boundary between two a cold air masses and a warm one 

 Warmer air replaces cold air,  

 Represented as a red line with half circles pointing toward the direction on movement on a weather map. 
 
 

http://www.weatherwizkids.com/weather-forecasting.htm


REFERENCE CHART FOR FORECASTING 
 

 



 

 

COLLECTING WEATHER DATA 

Examine the map. Use the weather map key to help you identify weather systems in the location you selected  

LOCATION:_________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Describe the current weather  

Current Temperature Prediction -Tomorrow 

Prediction -Tomorrow 

DRAW weather symbols around your selected area on the map 

  
Evidence to support your prediction  

Current Precipitation Evidence to support your prediction  



 

 

 

Incoming Air Pressure   Prediction for Tomorrow or the next few days 

Incoming Air Mass/Front  Prediction for Tomorrow or the next few day 

Safety Concerns/Tips for People 



Weather Forecast Assignment Rubric  

 

1 2 3 4 5 
Meets 1-2 of the criteria 

below. The student… 

 

1) chose a state or region 

to collect data from.   

2) recorded temperature, 

precipitation, air 

fronts/masses, and air 

pressure on the graphic 

organizer. 

3) drew multiple weather 

map symbols to represent 

the current weather 

systems that impact that 

location.   

4) developed a clear and 

accurate weather forecast 

that shares the current 

weather in the area 

chosen.  

5) predicted the future 

weather using evidence 

from the graphic 

organizer.   

6) provided safety tips to 

people living in the 

selected area should a 

storm be forecasted. 

Meets 2-3 of the criteria 

below. The student… 

 

1) chose a state or region 

to collect data from.   

2) recorded temperature, 

precipitation, air 

fronts/masses, and air 

pressure on the graphic 

organizer. 

3) drew multiple weather 

map symbols to represent 

the current weather 

systems that impact that 

location.   

4) developed a clear and 

accurate weather forecast 

that shares the current 

weather in the area 

chosen.  

5) predicted the future 

weather using evidence 

from the graphic 

organizer.   

6) provided safety tips to 

people living in the 

selected area should a 

storm be forecasted. 

Meets 3-4 of the criteria 

below. The student… 

 

1) chose a state or region 

to collect data from.   

2) recorded temperature, 

precipitation, air 

fronts/masses, and air 

pressure on the graphic 

organizer. 

3) drew multiple weather 

map symbols to represent 

the current weather 

systems that impact that 

location.   

4) developed a clear and 

accurate weather forecast 

that shares the current 

weather in the area 

chosen.  

5) predicted the future 

weather using evidence 

from the graphic 

organizer.   

6) provided safety tips to 

people living in the 

selected area should a 

storm be forecasted. 

Meets 4-5 of the criteria 

below. The student… 

 

1) chose a state or region 

to collect data from.   

2) recorded temperature, 

precipitation, air 

fronts/masses, and air 

pressure on the graphic 

organizer. 

3) drew multiple weather 

map symbols to represent 

the current weather 

systems that impact that 

location.   

4) developed a clear and 

accurate weather forecast 

that shares the current 

weather in the area 

chosen.  

5) predicted the future 

weather using evidence 

from the graphic 

organizer.   

6) provided safety tips to 

people living in the 

selected area should a 

storm be forecasted. 

Meets ALL six of the 

criteria below. The 

student… 

 

1) chose a state or region 

to collect data from.   

2) recorded temperature, 

precipitation, air 

fronts/masses, and air 

pressure on the graphic 

organizer. 

3) drew multiple weather 

map symbols to represent 

the current weather 

systems that impact that 

location.   

4) developed a clear and 

accurate weather forecast 

that shares the current 

weather in the area 

chosen.  

5) predicted the future 

weather using evidence 

from the graphic 

organizer.   

6) provided safety tips to 

people living in the 

selected area should a 

storm be forecasted.   




